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The freedom we have to plan our own work has decreased. I can sort of propose a work plan at the beginning, but then the project managers break that down into individual tasks that will last no more than a week let’s say. So, if I don’t deliver the deliverable from last week on time, there are often awkward questions. I deal with project managers who don’t necessarily have a technical background. ... We are salaried employees, wage slaves really, and we’re no different from any other worker.

—Owen, automation engineering employee, 2017

Since ancient Roman times, when proletarius referred to citizens who served the state only by fathering children, derivative terms have been used to designate those regarded by dominant elites as of the lowest rank, unworthy of recognition for their efforts. Today the term “proletariat” may be seen by many as antiquated or used to caricature a dwindling group of industrial workers reliant on manual skills. “Proletarianization” is now used by some to describe a process whereby professional workers are claimed to be losing established authority or status.1 But this process is much disputed. Others have argued conversely that professionals are becoming part of a new ruling

class in advanced capitalist societies. Still others suggest that “professionals are neither new mandarins nor new proletariat, but blend qualities of both.” In this inquiry, we will focus on professional employees as non-managerial hired employees requiring specialized abstract knowledge, as do all professionals, but distinct from professionals in other classes with greater authority (i.e. professional employers, self-employed professionals, and professional managers). We will examine recent trend evidence on working conditions, job control, and political attitudes of professional employees to assess whether or not they generally have been experiencing a process of declining authority, or proletarianization, and compare them with both other non-managerial workers and those in other employment classes. I argue that professional employees should be understood as among the direct producers of profits (i.e. collective labour) in capitalism and suggest that the changing working conditions of professional employees could be beginning to shape them as part of a “new working class.”

Class relations can be volatile in capitalism, the most dynamic and global mode of production the world has ever experienced. The essence of capitalism is the production and sale of more and more goods and services commodities for private profit by business owners while growing proportions of the world population are compelled to seek hired employment for the means to sustain themselves, increasingly through consumption of some of these commodities. Driven by inter-firm competition for markets, struggles between owners and employees over division of profits and wages, and consequent modification of production techniques, the working conditions of hired labour are continually changing. Since at least the 1970s, this mode of production has been characterized by rapid diffusion of computerized and automated working conditions, rapidly increasing educational attainment by potential labour forces, and increasing emphasis on the strategic import of the minds of workers rather than their manual capacities, leading some to herald the birth of a “knowledge economy.” Such claims are hotly contested. But it is clear that the occupational structure in advanced capitalist countries has been shifting away from traditional working-class jobs in heavy industry, and more recently in the service sectors, toward professional and managerial occupations. The working


conditions and orientations of these growing occupations are of central pertinence to the continuing economic development of these countries. Of course, other social conditions intersect with these economic relations, including systemic racism and sexism as well as interplay between working conditions in the centre and periphery of this global system. The primary focus of this article is on professionals and particularly on the changing conditions of professional employees compared with other non-managerial employees within the advanced capitalist setting of Canada.

Conflating Professional Classes

Professionals can be defined generally as practitioners of specialized bodies of abstract knowledge that significant numbers of others take as applicable or needed for their own lives. In pre-capitalist societies, specialized abstract knowledge was commonly associated with a small number of “learned professions” such as priests, medicine men, and law-keepers working on their own or allied with ruling classes to offer useful guidance. Throughout the 19th century in most capitalist countries, established professions such as physicians and lawyers continued to work independently. With the rise of industrial capitalism, the numbers of workers required to develop and apply specialized bodies of systemic knowledge in a widening array of disciplines for production of a growing array of goods and services commodities grew significantly, as did the condition of becoming hired workers. Employees designated as “professional” have become increasingly pivotal to the design, performance, review, and adaptation of the information-based production technologies that pervade the corporate workplaces of capitalist economies today.

The following standard criteria have come to be used in recent times to distinguish professionals from other occupations: completion of post-secondary educational programs for advanced training in the systematic knowledge of the occupation; membership in associations that represent the general interests of those in the occupation; and the presence of regulating bodies that administer codes of practice and licensing. By these criteria, the professionalization

---


8. See Tracey L. Adams, “Profession: A Useful Concept for Sociological Analysis?,” *Canadian Review of Sociology* 47, 1 (2010): 49–70. By these criteria, three different levels of professional occupations are now commonly distinguished in terms of the extent of post-secondary education and the breadth of technical skills required (see Peter C. Pineo, John Porter & Hugh
of a growing proportion of the Canadian labour force over the past century has been substantial. The proportion of Canadians in professional occupations grew from about 5 percent to 25 percent from 1901 to 2016. Conversely, the proportions in other “blue-collar” and “white-collar” occupations declined from the vast majority to around half of the labour force. More recently, professional occupations roughly doubled in size between 1982 and 2016 as use of information and communications technologies rapidly infused most forms of paid employment and “knowledge workers” became more pivotal to productivity. But occupations should not be conflated with classes and, as we shall see, professionals are found within several distinct classes.

The rise of industrial capitalist factories and modern corporations also saw a growth in the number of managers to carry out the increasing array of control and coordinating activities required in organizations of increasing size, complexity, and separate nodes of production—from the extraction of raw materials to the sale of finished products. The development of joint-stock companies with many shareholders led to the separation of formal ownership from the direction of such companies by “princes of industry” who assumed more and more operational control of organizational activities. There has been much dispute over the extent to which managers have usurped operational control from large owners of capital, but managerial hierarchies have continued to take on a widening array of forecasting, planning, organizing, commanding, coordinating, and controlling duties in large private and public organizations. By the 1930s, the increasing presence of both professionals and managers provoked critical analyses of their significance. Ever since, leading analysts have frequently conflated professionals and managers into a

A. McRoberts, “The 1971 Census and the Socioeconomic Classification of Occupations,” *Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropology* 14, 1 [1977]: 91–102: established professionals (e.g. physicians, lawyers, architects, engineers), semi-professionals (e.g. nurses, social workers, pilots, computer programmers, optometrists, physiotherapists), and technicians (e.g. engineering technologists, radiological technologists, air traffic controllers, dental hygienists). But all three occupational groups are clearly professional according to these criteria in that they all typically receive advanced training in post-secondary educational programs, commonly join organizations representing their specialty, and are subject to licensing and/or practice codes (Livingstone & Watts, “Changing Class Structure”). The analysis in this article summarizes patterns for all three levels of professional occupations, but similar trends are found for each of them.


new dominant class that they saw as becoming central to the operation of corporate capitalism. The terms of such presumed dominance have shifted, from directive managerial control to strategic coordination of information and different “estates,” and primary spheres of state or market action may be identified, but professionals and managers remain conflated in these accounts of a new leading class.

With the growth of professional occupations since the 1960s, advanced capitalist economies witnessed the development of both professionalization and proletarianization theses. Some researchers, focusing on the increasing numbers of occupations attempting to establish themselves on the basis of work requiring courses of specialized intellectual instruction in institutes of higher learning, argued a dominant tendency toward professionalization in much of the labour force. Others focused on the loss of control in professional occupations that had established some prior autonomy. Studies from a Marxian perspective suggested that professionals had lost control of the labour process in terms of proletarianization. Mainstream studies suggesting deprofessionalization began to appear around the same time. The emergence of such studies may have marked the beginning of the end of a “golden age” of research on professional work that had emphasized the roles of autonomous experts with very high status serving the public good.

The most relevant Canadian historical studies, by David Coburn, documented ways that physicians gained control over the emerging division of labour in the health field until the 1960s, when state regulation and technological routinization began a longer-term process of their proletarianization;


nurses have increasingly sought both professional regulation and unionization to contend with their subordination to hospital administrators and physicians. Coburn concluded that “proletarianization is not only produced by the general drive for profits or efficiency but also by inter-occupational conflict. Whatever the fate of individual occupations, proletarianization is clearly evident at the level of the health division of labour.”

Subsequently, professional stratification became a more prominent perspective as variations with internal control hierarchies became more evident with the growth of professionals in bureaucracies. Some distinguished between independent liberal professions, organizational-managerial professionals, and more esoteric knowledge consultants. More recently, with the continuing professionalization of management, the notions of “organizing professionals” and “hybridity” have become more prominent. Much of the research on professions in the past decade or so has identified two contrasting forms of professionalism in knowledge base-economies: “occupational professionalism,” by which collegial groups of professionals, such as physicians and lawyers in private practice, primarily exercise their own discretionary judgement and regulate themselves guided by collegial codes of practice, versus “organizational professionalism,” which is a form of regulation and control of professionals’ work by a managerial hierarchy. Some analysts have observed increasing, though unstable, hybrid professional-managerial roles and argued for the development of “organizing professionals” for whom organizing would become a normal part of professional work. There have also been further analyses that begin to recognize internal economic, political, and cultural differences among professionals, between managers and non-managers, but still treat these as variations within a single “professional class.”

Virtually all prominent perspectives examining class location have failed to identify professionals in different class positions. But, in the same fashion as those originating in skilled-trades occupations have often gone on to establish their own self-employed businesses, occasionally become employers of hired labour, or become managers in larger enterprises as well as being non-managerial hired labour, those with specialized professional training may do so as well. They may continue for some purposes to identify themselves as professionals or skilled trades per se and with the respective organizations set up to speak for said occupations. But I will argue that, once embedded in these different class positions, they tend to take on different class interests.

In contrast to the persistent tendency to conflate professionals and managers into a single class with or without internal fractions, Terence Johnson has observed that those in professional occupations in advanced capitalist economies may be located in several different classes depending on whether they are primarily part of the global ownership function of capital, primarily part of collective labour\(^\text{25}\) in a complex cooperative labour process, or a combination of both functions.\(^\text{26}\) Some other researchers have clearly recognized the importance of some of these class distinctions among professionals,\(^\text{27}\) but the conflation persists in most of the recent literature. Building on Johnson’s observations about professional classes, I contend that there are actually four distinct types of professional class positions in advanced capitalism: professional employers, self-employed professionals, professional employees, and professional managers.\(^\text{28}\)

*Professional employers* typically run small businesses and continue to contribute their labour to the development of these enterprises. *Self-employed professionals* work for themselves utilizing their own specialized knowledge. *Professional employees*, like other non-managerial employees, are hired to do a wide variety of forms of labour under the control of employers and managers but all primarily contribute to the collective labour process. In spite of some conceptual discussion of professional employees as occupying

25. Collective labour refers to work conducted within a labour process that is based on machinery and in which the disciplined coordinated activity of various workers becomes a technical necessity. For elaboration on Marx’s original insights, see Paul S. Adler, “Marx, Machines, and Skill,” *Technology and Culture* 31, 4 (1990): 780–812.


relatively autonomous and powerful class positions because of their specialized knowledge, they remain primarily part of collective labour. Professional managers may be hired as professional employees but once they become managers they, like other managers, simultaneously serve to control other hired employees on behalf of owners and coordinate the collective labour process. All of these professional classes are embedded within the more general employment class structure grounded in the production relations of advanced capitalist economies that distinguishes between owners of the means of production with employees and other owners who work by themselves in self-employment, as well as non-managerial employees and managerial employees.

The general class positions identified in the employed labour force of advanced capitalist societies by Marxist scholars include most of the following: employers (including corporate capitalists, large employers, and small employers); the self-employed; managerial employees, who combine capital and labour functions; and non-managerial labour (including professional employees, service workers, and industrial workers). Industrial workers produce material goods in extractive, manufacturing, and construction sectors. Service workers create or deliver a wide array of sales, business, social, and other services. I have argued elsewhere the theoretical case for understanding professional employees, along with service workers and industrial workers, as components of collective labour in advanced capitalism. It should be registered here that the class positions of professionals remain controversial among Marxist scholars. Among those who do distinguish professional employees from managers, there has been a tendency to treat the former vaguely as a “new middle class.” But, as Jonathan Pratschke’s recent review suggests, “In theoretical terms, ... it is more coherent to consider the possibility of classifying at least some ‘professionals’ as skilled labourers, if they are not in self-employment, do not have managerial responsibilities in relation to workers and are not expert advisers to capital.” With the caveat that small numbers of professional employees

31. See Livingstone & Watts, “Changing Class Structure.”
may indeed be expert advisers to capital without managerial authority, I proceed to assess the assumption that most professional employees are indeed skilled labourers.

The class-based positions of employer, self-employed, manager, and non-managerial employee among professionals, as well as in the labour force generally, are indicative of differential capacities to exercise power for recognition and reward. The extent of job control exercised in these respective class positions can generally be expected to be greatest for owners and least for non-managerial employees, regardless of their specific occupational designations. Our own recent research has found significant differences in job control between these respective professionals in different class positions.33 By the same token, while professional employees may be primarily part of collective labour, they should not be conflated with non-managerial industrial and service workers at this stage in assessing trends in their working conditions. Most prior research on professionals has either ignored or downplayed the underlying relations of workplace power among employment classes. The remainder of this paper focuses on professional employees and, in particular, on changes in their working conditions in comparison with other non-managerial employees in Canada.

Subdominance or Proletarianization of Professional Employees

There are arguably three stages in the development of the capitalist labour process. Marx traced the formal appropriation of the end products of independent skilled tradesworkers by merchant capitalists through the “putting out” system, where control of the labour process remained with the tradespeople themselves.34 With the rise of more extensive divisions of labour and factory machinofacture, primary ownership of the tools of production and directive control of the labour process were taken over from the skilled trades by capitalist owners and their managerial staffs – a development Marx called real subsumption of labour. A century after Marx, Harry Braverman revitalized attention to hired labour’s subsumption within the capitalist labour process, registering the extent to which the routinization and standardization inherent in this process was taking over the work of even those “middle layers” of the non-managerial labour force with specialized professional knowledge.35

But Marx originally and various analysts recently have also suggested a third phase in the development of labour in the highly automated production system of advanced capitalism, the diffusion of what Marx termed “general

33. Livingstone & Watts, “Changing Class Structure.”
intellect.” Capitalists continue to try to replace mere labour time with general scientific labour as mediator and regulator of increasingly automated production while also seeking to exploit living labour elsewhere in pursuit of ever more profitable commodities. Marx suggested that general scientific and social knowledge was becoming “a direct force of production and ... the conditions of the process of social life itself have come under the control of the general intellect.” However speculative or premature this suggestion might have been at the time, it is arguable that the socialization of human knowledge through such means as public education systems, the internet, and social media has, in recent decades, served to greatly expand the demonstrable social knowledge of the potential labour force while automated production has increased. At the same time, owners and top managers of private corporate means of production have increasingly aimed to restrict recognition and reward for the growing numbers of highly qualified workers in advanced capitalist automated production systems, a condition we can now see as underemployment of the general intellect.

The general literature on non-managerial workers’ job control in advanced capitalism in recent decades has been full of contradictory arguments. Many contemporary researchers have followed Braverman in stressing routinizing and de-skilling aspects of the capitalist labour process. Other researchers have paid more attention to indications of “responsible autonomy” or “re-skilling.” Since at least the 1970s, the combination of declining numbers of industrial and service workers still needed in increasingly automated labour processes and the increasing qualifications of the available labour force has stimulated a wide array of job enrichment schemes intended to ensure


37. Marx, Grundrisse, 707.
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continuing integration through some increases in job autonomy. Most studies of either de-skilling or re-skilling inclination have tended to focus selectively on particular workplaces rather than on industrial and service workers more generally. In any case, what Marx called the real subsumption of the industrial working class in the capitalist labour process is not likely the end of the story.

With specific regard to professional employees, Charles Derber provided a useful account of formal appropriation of the end products of their labour, a loss of control he termed “ideological proletarianization.” While numerous professional occupations may have historically begun in forms of self-employment, most professional employees today – in either private or state organizations – appear to retain relatively little control over the end products of their labour. The debate today is primarily about the extent to which professional employees have lost internal control of the labour process per se, the process Marx termed real appropriation and Derber called “technical proletarianization.”

Those who conflate professionals and managers may still argue for increasing general control over the labour process by professionals in knowledge economies. In spite of Derber’s earlier focus on professionals as workers, his subsequent studies with colleagues based on a 1981–83 sample of doctors, attorneys, scientists, and engineers in the Boston area muddied the waters by conflating professional managers with non-managerial professional employees. While it may be true that many professionals with managerial roles continue to mix these with worker roles, non-managerial professional employees have much less ambiguity. This conflation, as well as a focus on the most elite professions, led Derber and colleagues to a conclusion of “professional subdominance.” That is, professionals were seen to be in ultimate subordination to employers but to hold “formidable mandarin autonomy and authority over nonprofessional employees.” Others have continued this line of argument of professional retention of institutional power while conflating professional classes.

Those who more clearly distinguish professional employees are more likely to argue for their retention of power focused almost entirely on their


42. Derber, “Managing Professionals.”

43. Duménil & Lévy, *Managerial Capitalism*.


45. Derber, *Professionals as Workers*, 139.

continuing internal control of the labour process per se. From his professional stratification perspective, Eliot Freidson has been one of the strongest advocates for professionals’ continuing retention of authority over other workers and their clients.⁴⁷ He recognizes professional employees as having a “special position” – paradoxical in that their work limits are set by management resource decisions, but with genuine privilege of exercising considerable discretion because of the specialized intellectual character of their work. Marli Diniz’s extensive review of private- and public-sector professional employees’ working conditions found that “even when the professional employee loses the control over his work conditions, he keeps the control over his own work, that is, he conserves his technical autonomy.”⁴⁸ More recently, researchers have made even finer distinctions between dimensions of professional authority and argued that various professionals who are predominantly employees have retained significant personal or individual autonomy as larger organizational constraints have increased.⁴⁹

But the dominant tendency in recent empirical research focused on control of the labour process among professionals who are primarily employees has been to register its loss or possible decline. Both Derber’s earlier and later accounts of the demise of end product control focused on the relative retention of control of the labour process by and limited technical proletarianization of professionals. But he also initially recognized that the emergence of new information technologies “could be a basis for the mechanization or routinization of professional work and the undermining of professional monopolies of knowledge … [and] would suggest that ideological proletarianization represents simply the first stage of the same historical process of proletarianization experienced by craft workers.”⁵⁰ And later, “Employers might seek to intensify the proletarianization of their junior partners, an effort that most professionals will surely resist.”⁵¹

Even among some of those who earlier advocated the emergence of an influential professional-managerial class, views have since shifted dramatically. As Barbara Ehrenreich and John Ehrenreich note, “What has happened to the professional middle class has long since happened to the blue collar class. … [A]ll face the same kind of situation that confronted skilled craft-workers in

---


the early 20th century and all American industrial workers in the late 20th century.”
In any event, most recent studies of professional work, while generally continuing to conflate professional classes, have tended to focus on specific aspects of control of the labour process with increasing loss of control of most of these aspects for various professions.

When the focus is on professional employees rather than undifferentiated professional occupations or a professional-managerial amalgam, accumulating evidence suggests that many current non-managerial professional employees may have begun to go through a technical proletarianization in relation to capital much as skilled tradesworkers did during the first Industrial Revolution. To date, few studies have distinguished professional employees from other professional classes and fewer have addressed professional employees’ changing control of their work over time, particularly compared with other non-managerial workers. The remainder of this article addresses these gaps.

**Trends in Professional Employees’ and Other Non-Managerial Workers’ Working Conditions**

The primary empirical focus of this article is on the extent to which non-managerial professional employees perceive they are able to exercise job control and the extent to which this perception has changed over time. Proletarianization theses of job control apply most directly to professional employees, rather than to professionals with ownership or managerial positions, and professional employees should be distinguished as clearly as possible from these other professional classes in any empirical assessment. Operationally, respondents should identify whether they own their own businesses and, if so, the number of employees they have, if any. Second, respondents should indicate whether their jobs have formal managerial authority and, if so, at what level. Third, specific occupations need to be identified. With this information, employers and managers can be distinguished from non-managerial employees, and those in professions requiring specialized abstract knowledge can

---


be distinguished from occupations producing material goods in extractive, 
manufacturing, and construction sectors (industrial workers) and occupa-
tions creating or delivering sales, business, social, and other services (service 
workers) without such professional requirements.

The dimensions of job control of basic interest here are what Marx called 
the real subsumption of labour in the technical and social division of the 
labour process: (1) the exercise of technical autonomy and (2) participation in 
organizational decision-making. Technical autonomy refers to the extent to 
which one is able to plan and design the set of tasks that need to be performed 
in one’s job. Involvement in organizational decision-making refers to whether 
or not one has any role in it and, if so, whether this is merely advisory or as a 
direct decision maker and, further, if one’s role is as a direct decision maker, 
whether this includes involvement in such strategic decisions as hiring and 
 firing or budget development.

Particularly under the impact of automation, credential proliferation, and 
globalization, I posit a dominant trend toward declining individual job control 
among the growing numbers of professional employees. Non-managerial 
professional employees’ job control will continue to be constrained by the pre-
rogatives of owners and managers over them. Further, as the distinctiveness 
of professional employees’ specialized knowledge claims diminishes in this 
context, they could be becoming more similar to increasingly highly educated 
traditional working-class employees in terms of job control and other related 
working conditions. In the following analysis, trends in professional employee 
job control, other working conditions, and political attitudes will be compared 
with trends for the traditional working class of industrial and service workers. 
I will also compare these characteristics with those of employers and top 
managers.

Data Sources

Data sources include a series of five national surveys of the entire labour 
national surveys have very similar design in terms of questions about occupa-
pition, production relations, working conditions, and economic attitudes. 
The Canadian Class Structure Survey (ccs) conducted in 1982 by Clement 
and Myles provided a basic template for the later surveys.54 The later surveys 
began in 1998, with the New Approaches to Lifelong Learning Survey, and 
included a larger focus on unpaid as well as paid work and formal and informal

54. “Class Structure and Class Consciousness: Canada file, 1983,” data set for Canadian Class 
Structure Survey (ccs), University of Toronto Data Library Service, accessed 24 Aug 2018, 
http://sda.chass.utoronto.ca/cgi-bin/sda/hsda?harcsda+cscc83; Wallace Clement & John Myles, 
Relations of Ruling: Class and Gender in Post-Industrial Societies (Montréal and Kingston: 
McGill–Queen’s University Press, 1994).
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adult learning.\textsuperscript{55} The national surveys that followed – the Work and Lifelong Learning (\textsc{wall}) surveys in 2004 and 2010\textsuperscript{56} – used the same format and permitted documentation of trends in relations between these dimensions of work and learning.\textsuperscript{57} The 2016 survey was conducted as part of the SSHRC-funded Changing Workplaces in a Knowledge Economy (\textsc{cwke}) project.\textsuperscript{58} The 2016 survey focuses only on the employed labour force.\textsuperscript{59} In all of these surveys, all respondents are over eighteen years of age and coverage is limited to those who speak English or French and reside in a private home in one of the ten Canadian provinces. In all surveys, the data reported are weighted by the best available population estimates for age, sex, educational attainment, and regional distributions. The differences between professional employees and other employment classes and the trends cited in the text are all significant on difference of proportions tests at the levels of statistical confidence indicated in the following tables. These patterns generally remain consistent with controls for age and sex as well as organizational size and private or public sector, where sample sizes permit assessment.\textsuperscript{60}

Modern Canada, the origins of which are as a white settler colony, has had a branch plant economy highly dependent on Britain, France, and now the United States, with a primary basis in the harvesting and export of staple resources such as wheat and bitumen and with relatively less priority to diversify into more knowledge-based industries compared with many other advanced capitalist countries.\textsuperscript{61} But Canada is now a fully developed capitalist


\textsuperscript{60} For further information on the research design, data sources in this article, and related analyses, see the Centre for Learning, Social Economy and Work website: https://www.oise.utoronto.ca/clsew/Research/.

economy with a highly trained labour force. This labour force has the highest level of general post-secondary education completion in the world. The labour force has also retained a relatively high level of unionization compared to the declines since the 1970s in most advanced capitalist economies.\footnote{62}{Milosh Raykov & D. W. Livingstone, “Interest in Unions and Associations in a Knowledge-Based Economy: Canadian Evidence,” \textit{Just Labour} 22 (2014): 3–23.}

\section*{Findings}

The empirical findings presented here address changes in job control in terms of technical task autonomy and involvement in organizational decision-making, as well as other relevant working conditions, most notably underemployment. Possible shifts in political attitudes are also assessed. In all instances, conditions of professional employees are compared with those of the traditional working class of industrial and service workers, as well as with employers and top managers generally and with professional employers and professional top managers.\footnote{63}{As indicated in the following tables, the numbers of employers and top managers in general and the numbers of professional employers and top managers in particular in the samples are relatively small and require grouping for useful comparisons.} Before proceeding to these specific findings, it should be noted that the distribution of professionals among employer, self-employed, manager, and professional employee class positions remained quite similar throughout the period from 1982 to 2016, with professional employees continuing to make up around 60 per cent of all professions as the numbers of professionals in all class positions grew substantially.

\subsection*{Technical Task Control}

The extent of planning and design control of their own work is a central dimension of professional employee autonomy. I posit that professional employees are experiencing more constraints on their task autonomy as a growing managerial hierarchy – including the presence of more professional owners and professional managers – gains more access to and scrutiny over their increasingly computerized specialized knowledge. Table 1 summarizes the extent to which professional employees as well as other employment class respondents perceive that they can plan and design their individual work. The reference here is to how much you think you can control your own job.

A word of explanation is in order here about reading the following tables. First, in addition to professional employees, the employment class groups include service and industrial workers – grouped together in most instances because no significant differences were found between them. Employers and top managers are also grouped together, because of their small numbers and presumed similarity of class interest.\footnote{64}{Top managers are survey respondents who initially report their occupation as an executive}
top managers are in even smaller grouped numbers but this grouping is needed to compare professional employees with other professional classes with greater authority. Self-employed professionals and lower managerial groups have been excluded as in more contradictory class positions. Secondly, the primary test of statistical significance is the difference in proportions. Any significant differences between the class groups in a given year are indicated by superscript symbols in the tables. Differences between 1982 and 2016 are indicated by asterisks.

As posited, a declining majority of professional employees believe they can plan their own work. The decline is from around three-quarters in 1982 to a small majority in 2016. Throughout this period, professional employees have usually been less likely to report design control than either employers and top managers in general or professional employers and top managers. No significant differences are found between employers and top managers in general and professional employers and professional top managers. There may have been some decline in employers’ and top managers’ perceived design control, particularly in the wake of the Great Recession in 2008, but in 2016 their sense of design control remained significantly greater than the declining sense of control among professional employees.

Conversely, increasing minorities of service workers and industrial workers express the ability to plan their own work, with the proportions increasing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General employer or top manager</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional employer or professional top manager</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional employee</td>
<td>76(^a)</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>63(^a)</td>
<td>1,063</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service or industrial worker</td>
<td>30(^a) (^b)</td>
<td>1,099</td>
<td>47(^a) (^b)</td>
<td>2,449</td>
<td>47(^a) (^b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: Tests of Significance: Two-sample Z-Test of Difference in Proportions (\(\alpha=.05\)); Fisher’s Exact Test has been used where sample size is less than 30.

\(^a\) Significant difference (within year) from employer and top manager classes.

\(^b\) Significant difference (within year) from professional employee class.

\(* p < .001\)
from around 30 per cent to 45 per cent or more between 1982 and 2016. The perceived increases in such technical autonomy among these traditional working-class employees may be a function of the increasing extent to which the declining numbers of industrial and service workers’ jobs entail discretionary mediation of automated machinery rather than more manual tasks, the very substantial increase in educational qualifications of these workers over this period, and managerial strategies recognizing both factors. In any case, industrial and service workers’ perceptions of task autonomy appear to be becoming more similar to those of professional employees, with no significant difference between their perceived task autonomy by 2016. This significant pattern of declining discretion for the growing numbers of professional employees and increasing discretion for the declining numbers of industrial and service workers is consistent with some other recent international surveys of “upper white-collar” workers and “blue-collar” workers.\textsuperscript{65} As noted previously, some increase in discretion among industrial and service workers is consistent both with the growing qualifications of these workers and with job enrichment efforts by employers to ensure their integration in the capitalist labour process.\textsuperscript{66}

However, such perceived task discretion has been highly circumscribed by managerial surveillance throughout this period for all non-managerial employees. In 1982 around 90 per cent of professional employees, service workers, and industrial workers had to report directly to a manager or supervisor. Along with some increase in technical autonomy for service and industrial workers, the managerial hierarchy has also been expanding. So, in 2016, around 90 per cent of professional employees as well as service and industrial workers still had to report to a manager or supervisor.

**Organizational Decision-Making**

The social division of labour is the extent of involvement in organizational decision-making, including whether one participates at all in decisions about organizational matters such as changes in work processes, workload, products delivered, hiring and firing, or budgeting, as well as whether one participates only in an advisory capacity or actually makes such decisions alone or with others. As distinct from task autonomy, this entails explicit power relations with others. Table 2 summarizes the basic findings.

Around half of professional employees indicated participation in organizational decisions in advisory terms through most of this period, but this has declined in recent years to around 30 per cent. Once again, I find that employers and top managers as well as professional employers and managers have


\textsuperscript{66} Derber & Schwartz, “Toward a Theory of Worker Participation.”
remained significantly more involved in organizational decisions than professional employees.

Only around 20 per cent of service workers and 10 per cent of industrial workers said they had any advisory involvement in organizational decision-making in 1982. In later years, the participation of both industrial and service workers first increased significantly to rival that of professional employees; then, involvement for all non-managerial employees began to decline. Very rapid diffusion of computerized work took place throughout the labour force between the early 1980s and the early 2000s. Between 1990 and 2010 the proportion of the employed Canadian labour force using computers in their jobs increased from under 40 per cent to over 90 per cent.67 The development of standardized procedures during this period probably required relatively greater engagement – especially of the most knowledgeable service and industrial workers – in this process before routinization of modified labour processes became more common for all non-managerial employees, within the past decade.

Very generally, work on the cutting edge of a new technology means increasing numbers of workers will have opportunities for consultation regarding innovation and new methods to determine which one works best. As soon as a computer technology becomes fully applied, standardized, in widespread use,

software applications can enable less-skilled operators to do the job; then the opposite trend may unfold: job elimination, routinization, simplification, and repetition, as well as reduced involvement in organizational decision-making. It may be that as computerization increased rapidly in this period, the need for coordination of more interdependent labour processes required greater consultation regarding technical issues with and among the decreasing numbers of traditional working-class employees in increasingly capital-intensive settings. Conversely, the increasing numbers of professional employees may have struggled to retain coordinating control of their more specialized knowledge bases in such computerized labour processes versus management.

It should be emphasized here that general participation in organizational decisions by non-managerial employees does not reflect engagement in the strategic issues of hiring and firing or budget making. This remains the starkest dividing line for all non-managerial employees. Professional employees have remained almost totally excluded from strategic employment or budgeting decisions throughout this period, as have service workers and industrial workers.

Overall, the survey findings through the 1982 to 2016 period suggest declining technical design and organizational decision-making control for the increasing numbers of professional employees, in contrast to some increases in job control for the declining numbers of traditional working-class employees. There appears to be significant convergence of the extent of job control for professional employees and other non-managerial workers as well as very limited direct or strategic organizational decision-making power for any of them.

**Other Working Conditions: Credential Underemployment**

In terms of other working conditions relevant to job control, majorities of both professional employees and other non-managerial employees indicate that they have experienced increasing workloads over the past decade as well as increasing “job churning” in their workplaces (i.e. reduced numbers of employees, greater reliance on part-time or temporary workers, greater reliance on job rotation and/or multi-skilling, and increase in overtime hours). But perhaps the most significant change has been the increasing underemployment of workers’ skills.

Underemployment refers to the incapacity of an economy to apply the available time and skills of the active labour force. There are various ways of measuring both time-based and skills-based underemployment. The basic point here is that both time and skill aspects of underemployment have been increasing during this period in various advanced capitalist countries.


69. For examples, Francis Green, Alan Felstead, Duncan Gallie & Golo Henseke, “Skills and
Between 1982 and 2016, the formal educational attainments of the potential labour force increased very rapidly in most advanced capitalist countries. In Canada, the proportion of individuals completing post-secondary education grew from about one-quarter to over 60 per cent over this period. Credential underemployment refers to the extent to which the formal educational attainments of the active labour force exceed the education required to enter their jobs. As Table 3 summarizes, the credential underemployment of professional employees as well as service and industrial workers in Canada increased significantly during this period. Professional employees – whose jobs typically require advanced specialized qualification – increased their overqualification from 14 per cent to 27 per cent. Industrial and service workers, who are much less likely to have jobs that require advanced credentials, remain much more likely to have greater credentials than their jobs require. By 2016, over 40 per cent of industrial workers were overqualified and nearly half of service workers were. While overqualification of professional employees understandably remains lower than that of employees whose jobs have lower credential requirements, these high and increasing rates are all indicative of a serious waste of the talent of non-managerial Canadian workers.

As noted previously, Canada has one of the most highly schooled labour forces in the world, partly as a consequence of constructing a relatively accessible post-secondary educational system and partly as a result of selecting highly educated immigrants. Underemployment has clearly been increasing rapidly among Canadian post-secondary graduates in a still relatively staples-oriented economy. It may be that Canada now represents one of the advanced capitalist world’s most extreme cases of underutilization of the qualifications of the employed labour force. But the most pertinent point in terms of the

---


71. Respondents were asked to report their highest formal educational credential and to indicate the level of credential required to get their job. Those who held at least one credential higher than required were deemed to be credentially underemployed.

72. Professionals in other employment class positions (i.e. professional employers, self-employed professionals, and professional top managers) are excluded from this analysis of credential underemployment, as are employers and top managers in general. Employers set the terms of their own employment and they delegate top managers to control working conditions of other hired employees. Hence, the matches between their qualifications and job requirements are not directly comparable with those of non-managerial employees and should not be confounded with the latter.

73. It should be noted that a recent international survey found that Canada along with Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States all had relatively high levels of over 30 per cent on a similar measure of graduate underemployment. See Francis Green & Golo Henseke, “Should
The possible proletarianization of professional employees is that their underemployment rates have nearly doubled during this period, to around a quarter of those who are employed. While their relative underemployment rates may remain lower than among those workers with less-specialized knowledge, this trend indicates a significant increase in the professional reserve army of labour.

**Political Attitudes: Labour Rights**

If the working conditions of professional employees have shifted toward those of more traditional working-class employees, this raises the question of whether their political views have also become more similar. I leave aside here larger questions of levels of class consciousness and the influence of more specific material conditions. The most basic right of hired workers in capitalist economies is the capacity to withhold their labour to negotiate for more tolerable working conditions. The right to strike has been as central to the sustainability of labour as profit maximization has been to the reproduction of capital. Support for the right to strike has been assessed in all these surveys.
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by extent of agreement with the following statement: “During a strike, management should be prohibited by law from hiring workers to take the place of strikers.” As Table 4 shows, opposition to the hiring of “scab” workers has drawn the support of the strong majority of both professional employees and service and industrial workers throughout this period. Employers and top managers might be expected to be solidary in support of using replacement workers in pursuit of flexibility in their labour forces, and strong support has been consistent among large employers. But smaller employers express more opposition to scabs and more sympathy for workers with whom they must work closely in competition with larger enterprises.76 Similarly, professional employers and managers who share their initial training programs with professional employees, and are more likely to work with them in smaller firms, express growing opposition to “scabs.”

The finding that opposition to “scabs” has been strong and increasing among both professional employees and service and industrial workers over this period is consistent with the increasing instability of their working conditions and growing underemployment. It suggests that the reverse changes that have occurred in their perceived job control have not altered the support of either professional employees or service and industrial workers for basic labour rights. Indeed, it might be argued that perceptions of declining job

---

Table 4: During a strike, management should be prohibited by law from hiring workers to take the place of strikers, by employment class, Canada, 1982–2016 (% agree)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General employer or top manager</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional employer or professional top manager</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>+27*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional employee</td>
<td>68a</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>68a</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>80a</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>75a</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>+7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service or industrial worker</td>
<td>68a</td>
<td>1,073</td>
<td>69a</td>
<td>1,008</td>
<td>60a</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>75a</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>+7**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: Tests of Significance: Two-sample Z-Test of Difference in Proportions (α=.05). Fisher’s Exact Test has been used where sample size is less than 30.

a Significant difference (within year) from employer and top manager classes.
* p < .05
** p < .001

76. See Livingstone & Scholtz, “Reconnecting Class.”
control among professional employees coupled with their now greater levels of organization through membership in unions as well as associations could offer quite significant potential for leading further struggles for workers’ rights. There have been significant gains over this period in opposition to the profit motive for professional employees, as well as for service workers who have experienced the largest increases in underemployment. These are still minority views. None of this is sufficient evidence to suggest the emergence of coherent oppositional class consciousness among non-managerial employees. But these data do indicate a convergence in the political attitudes of professional employees and more traditional working-class employees.

Conclusion

As professional occupations grow more prevalent in the labour force, it becomes more pertinent to understand the extent to which those in these occupations control their jobs so widely heralded as strategic to productivity and sustainability of advanced capitalist “knowledge economies.” Theses about increasing professionalization of the labour force presume growth in job control; conversely, proletarianization theses assume decreasing control. For both the labour force in general and professional occupations in particular, the class position one is in must be considered to assess these theses with regard to the dimensions of task autonomy and organizational decision-making that are the focus of this article.

Between 1982 and 2016, according to our Canadian evidence, professional employees – as distinct from professional employers, professional managers, and self-employed professionals – generally have had declining task autonomy as well as very limited and decreasing involvement in organizational decision-making, plus increasing underemployment and a general worsening of other relevant working conditions. On the basis of this time series of national labour force surveys in one advanced capitalist country, I conclude that proletarianization is the dominant recent trend among professional employees.

Increasing task autonomy and some increased participation in decision-making among the decreasing numbers of industrial and service workers has been an equally notable change, consistent with their increasing levels of educational qualifications and demonstrable knowledge. The perceived working conditions of professional employees are converging with those of more traditional working-class workers. The evidence here also suggests that professional employees’ political attitudes may be more similar to those of traditional working-class employees and more distinct from those of employers and top managers than has previously been assumed. These trends could be

77. Livingstone & Watts, “Changing Class Structure.”
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a pivotal factor in the future of the labour movement in advanced capitalist economies.\textsuperscript{78}

In addressing the “middle layers” of employment in advanced capitalism, Braverman suggested in 1974 that the likes of engineers, nurses, technicians, and other professional employees would become parts of mass labour markets with degradation of their labour processes, declining privileges, and growing reserve armies of labour.\textsuperscript{79} There is support in this series of surveys that, as of 2016, Braverman’s prediction of increasingly alienated labour and critical attitudes among professional employees has merit.

But with his emphasis on pervasive degradation of labour by capital, Braverman paid virtually no attention to the combined development of the polyvalent knowledge of collective labour in highly automated production systems and the broader impact of the increasing socialization of knowledge in advanced capitalism. This is the emergence of the “general intellect” that Marx glimpsed in his notes on machines. Marx suggested that, with the development of scientific labour and automated machinofacture, expenditure of human energy in the labour process would be minimized while time for development of polyvalent workers – the collective worker with general intellect – could be furthered. Other scholars have begun to analyze this development in more depth in the context of emergent “high-technology capitalism” or “cognitive capitalism.”\textsuperscript{80} But these scholars have paid little attention to the distinction between the knowledge attained by workers and the knowledge required to perform existing jobs. By many measures, non-managerial workers’ attained knowledge increasingly exceeds that required by their jobs, a condition we should increasingly recognize as the underemployment of general intellect.\textsuperscript{81}

The basic point here is that, at least according to the Canadian survey evidence, remaining industrial and service workers are becoming much more highly educated and much more underemployed while remaining as supportive of workers’ rights as professional employees. As professional employees and traditional working-class workers converge in their perceived working conditions and critical attitudes, a reserve army of highly qualified unemployed and underemployed labour becomes increasingly available in advanced capitalism for options such as development of alternatives to capitalism. Generations ago, a “new working class” to lead challenges to capitalism was heralded as

\textsuperscript{78} Livingstone & Watts, “Changing Class Structure.”

\textsuperscript{79} Braverman, \textit{Labor and Monopoly Capital}, 403–409.


emerging among technical workers with scientific knowledge and significant mediating roles in more highly automated industrial sectors in France.\textsuperscript{82} Empirical researchers in other countries could find few traces.\textsuperscript{83} I should not exaggerate the coherence of professional employees’ conditions or minimize the obstacles to their effective mobilization. But it is just possible that professional employees could become a “new working class” to lead the labour movement in the 21st century.

To my knowledge, this is the first study to systematically investigate trends in the working conditions and political attitudes of professional employees (as distinct from professionals in other class positions) in comparison with the traditional working class of industrial workers and service workers in recent times. Any conclusions must remain tentative until further investigations – with a wider range of populations and measures of job control, related working conditions, and attitudes – are conducted going forward. But two things are becoming clearer. Rather than continuing to ignore or conflate professional employees with professionals in other classes, further investigations of the job control, other working conditions, and attitudes of professionals should become much more sensitive to these class distinctions. Second, the apparent increasing convergence in conditions of professional employees and other non-managerial workers in an emergent advanced capitalist “knowledge economy” should be examined much more fully by analysts and workers themselves as a potentially pivotal development.
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